FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AusDiagnostics achieves ISO accreditation for manufacturing IVDs in London

AusDiagnostics – Australia’s leading commercial supplier of highly multiplexed diagnostics to microbiology customers – has received ISO accreditation for manufacturing of its in vitro diagnostic product in London, UK.

With 30 products included in the Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods (ARTG) and CE marked, the company offers choice to pathology customers in different regions where the clinical needs can be different.

Up until recently all products were manufactured in the company’s Sydney headquarters but from April 2018 the company’s premises in London are now certified to ISO 13485 and IVD-D and therefore able to manufacture product.

AusDiagnostics Managing Director Keith Stanley said this will enable direct delivery to European customers.

The company has grown rapidly and now has offices in Australia, New Zealand, Great Britain and the United States, he said.

‘AusDiagnostics will be exhibiting for the first time at the American Society for Microbiology Meeting in Atlanta this June.’

About AusDiagnostics:

AusDiagnostics registered as an Australian company in 2006 and now employs about 50 staff across four countries. Its proprietary technology, "Multiplexed Tandem PCR", was patented in 2005 following a START grant from the Australian government to Corbett Research Pty Ltd. MT-PCR allows multiplexing any number of gene targets and can detect minor pathogens even in the presence of a large abundance of other pathogens. This makes it very useful for dual or multiple infections.
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